The Durability, Safety and Efficiency you NEED.

Universal’s LED Lighting Solutions
Universal offers a complete LED lighting solution for food processing applications.

**EFFICIENCY.**
All EVERLINE LED save over traditional fluorescent products. LED Vapor Tight fixtures offer a 35-70% reduction in energy consumption.

**NSF CERTIFIED.**
EVERLINE LED Vapor Tights have earned a Food Equipment NSF certification (the NSF is the most specified certification there is among commercial kitchens and restaurants).

**DURABLE HOUSING.**
The shatterproof fiberglass reinforced housing of the LED Vapor Tight ensure durability. It is important to keep debris from falling into food, food utensils or food equipment in the event of a breakage. That’s why our housing is extra tough. Superior shock and vibration resistance compared to fluorescent. Our product contains no mercury. Stainless steel corrosion-resistant optional hardware.

**EASY TO CLEAN.**
The standard gasketed seal of Vapor Tights and the IP65 rating ensure the fixture is dust proof. The housing is water jet spray capable allowing for easy cleaning and ability to avoid accumulation of dirt. The fixtures feature much longer life than fluorescent and are virtually maintenance free.

**INDUSTRY LEADING LUMENS.**
EVERLINE LED Vapor Tights come in 4” and 8” sizes, equipped with 0-10V dimming LED drivers. Available in 3300-9800 delivered lumens for 4 foot and 7000-19800 delivered lumens for 8 foot fixtures, with an 82 CRI and CCT’s from 3500 to 5000K.

**VISIBILITY AND SAFETY.**
EVERLINE Vapor Tights offer clean white light for improved aesthetic and safety due to glare or darkspots.

**REBATE QUALIFYING.**
For a list of DesignLights Consortium® QPL listed products please visit www.designlights.org/qpl/en/saved/UBU24XJ.

**LAYOUT & TECHNICAL SUPPORT**
Universal offers custom services to simplify installation and maximize energy savings for your complete lighting solution.

**TECHNICAL SUPPORT.**
Custom technical, warranty, troubleshooting and customer support team offer you the relationship you need for success.

**EXPERIENCE.**
Universal Lighting Technologies, Inc. was purchased by the Panasonic Group in 2007 and is Panasonic’s North America Commercial Lighting Leadership organization. The company is part of the worldwide network of Panasonic locations. Universal has been in business since 1947 and features a comprehensive product line for nearly every lighting application. The rapid growth of our LED product line is supported by the reliability of in-house LED design and decades of experience in ballast and driver North American manufacturing. When you say, “Universal,” you can be sure of efficiency, exceptionally high quality standards, precision engineering, and rugged durability for both indoor and outdoor illumination needs.

**COLD STORAGE, CAR WASH, CLEAN ROOMS, CANNING/BOTTLING, FOOD PROCESSING, COMMERCIAL KITCHENS, WASH DOWN APPLICATIONS, OUTDOOR PARKING GARAGE, COVERED CANOPIES, BARNs**
Universal’s EVERLINE® LED Vapor Tight luminaires feature four- and eight-foot products for retrofit and new construction, providing equivalent lumen packages to current fluorescent solutions but at significantly higher efficiencies. Fixture light output lumens range from 3300 to 9800 delivered lumens for the four-foot product and 7,000 to 19,800 delivered lumens for the eight-foot product, with universal input voltage of 120 to 277VAC offers an ideal light source for harsh culinary environments. DLC® QPL Listed products.

**RETOFIT EXISTING FIXTURES IN OFFICE, FOYER, LOBBY**
The EVERLINE® LED Retrofit Kit serves as a fluorescent lighting replacement kit, reducing energy consumption and maintenance. Universal makes it easy to upgrade to LED technology with simple installation and industry leading efficiency with the reliability of our complete in-house design (electronic, thermal and optical) including EVERLINE® “matched” modules and drivers. All EVERLINE® LED Retrofit Kit catalogs are DLC® QPL Listed products.

**OUTDOOR SIGNAGE INCLUDING BOX SIGN, CHANNEL LETTER, AND BORDER LIGHTING**
The EVERLINE® LED Sign Tube is an outdoor replacement solution for T12HO or TBHO lit signs. Designed for fast and easy installation, the Sign Tube uses the existing RDC sockets without modification. The Tubes feature 90° adjustable RDC style end caps for correct lamp orientation in vertical or horizontal installations, regardless of how the socket was originally installed.
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